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Sterilox Disinfectant is an electrochemically activated aqueous solution, it is a result of correlation of electrical voltages, 

chemical reactions and mutual conversion of chemical and electrical energy, based on technology first invented in 

Russia. Sterilox basically creates a hostile environment where microbes and viruses cannot thrive, so it mimics precisely 

the human immune system. Sterilox is based on Hypochlorous Acid (HOCl), which is one of the most potent and natural 

disinfectants around, with rapid and prolonged action. Compared to conventional disinfectants and treatment chemicals, 

Sterilox uses only natural elements in the activation and has been repeatedly proven to be completely safe and non-

toxic to humans and animals while being lethal against bacteria, spores, viruses, fungi, yeasts and moulds. Its proven 

efficacy in the elimination and control of biofilm makes Sterilox a powerful ally in the prevention of food contamination 

while maintaining the highest standards of hygiene.

Why Sterilox Disinfectant 5 Ltrs ?

› 100% based on natural ingredients.

› User-friendly: no protective gear required, no health and safety risk, no rinsing after use.

› Cost-effective and 100 times more effective than commonly used solutions for killing bacteria, viruses and viral spores 

(including anthrax).

› Prolonged action (time depends on environment).

› A multi-purpose solution for all uses.

How to use Sterilox Disinfectant 5 Ltrs ?

› For general room (up to 20 sqm) disinfection: use 2-3L of the product in liquid form directly with dilution ratio of 15-

20%.

› For quick disinfection: Spraying or nebulization on the surface with dilution ratio of 15-40%.

› For A/C ducts disinfection: spread the cold fog inside A/C duct system with dilution ratio of 15-40%.

› For bad odors removal (including smoke): spread the cold fog all over the surface, including hard-reachable areas with 

dilution ratio of 30-50%.

› For vehicle disinfection and odors removal: use with A/C on the air circulating mode within 10-15 minutes with no 

dilution.

› For visible mould, dirt, stain removal: use directly in liquid form or cold fogger for hard-reachable areas with no dilution.
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